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Our research showed that states and provincial governments made the largest 
offerings by deal value, raising US$3.3 billion in total during the two month period. 
The findings come from information submitted to Latin Lawyer and reporting in our 
daily briefing. The vast majority of the deals were made by banking and financial 
services companies, accounting for nine in total, followed by construction companies 
on three. 
 
Among Latin American firms, Argentine firms advised on the highest number of 
deals, accounting for 13 deals, as well as the highest deal value, US$3.5 
billion. Marval, O'Farrell & Mairal worked on six deals, the largest number by any 
single firm in the region outside of Brazil and Mexico. Argentina’s Bruchou, 
Fernández Madero & Lombardi brought in the highest total deal value in the region, 
US$2.5 billion. 
 
Chilean and Peruvian law firms shared the second largest deal volume, accounting 
for seven deals each. Chilean firm Prieto and Peruvian firms Payet, Rey, Cauvi, 
Pérez Abogados and Garrigues (Peru) all worked on three deals each. 

https://latinlawyer.com/ll250/firms/1130059/marval-ofarrell-mairal
https://latinlawyer.com/ll250/firms/1131499/prieto
https://latinlawyer.com/ll250/firms/1130514/payet-rey-cauvi-perez-abogados
https://latinlawyer.com/ll250/firms/1130514/payet-rey-cauvi-perez-abogados
https://latinlawyer.com/ll250/firms/1134557/garrigues-peru


 
Uruguayan firms accounted for the second highest deal value, US$2.9 billion. Guyer 
& Regules alone worked on deals worth US$1.9 billion. 
Peruvian firms worked on deals worth almost US$2.3 billion in total. Garrigues had 
the highest deal value – US$1.9 billion – among Peruvian firms.   

Guyer & Regules in Montevideo and Shearman & Sterling LLP in New York helped 
the Uruguayan government raise US$1.7 billion in the single largest offering in April 
and May. Cleary Gottlieb Steen & Hamilton LLP in New York and Buenos Aires 
advised the underwriters. The country needs financing after it ended 2017 with a 
US$2 billion fiscal deficit, about 3.5% of GDP. 
 
Various firms worked on a US$1 billion cross-border debt tap by DirecTV, a 
subsidiary of multinational telecoms company AT&T. Firms from Argentina, Brazil, 
Chile, Colombia, Peru and Uruguay as well as US firms worked on the deal. 

Latin Lawyer's research indicates that companies hired international counsel for over 
one in every three deals.  
Among them, Shearman & Sterling advised on the most deals, accounting for five 
deals worth US$4.1 billion in total, while Cleary Gottlieb had the highest total deal 
value of US$4.3 billion. 

Latin Lawyer has previously reported on debt capital markets deals in Brazil 
in April and May, which raised US$11.4 billion in total, while Mexican 
companies issued debt worth US$8.1 billion over the same time period.  
 
Our findings are based on deals of any value submitted to Latin Lawyer that were 
signed, announced or closed in April and May 2018. Firms linked to reported deals 
were invited to submit other transactions which occurred during that month. We have 
included all counsel to the best of our knowledge. If you think your firm’s deal has 
been missed, you can submit it here for consideration. 
 
Latin Lawyer will continue to publish coverage of the region’s capital markets activity 
over the coming weeks. 
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